Food Futures
How Design and Technology can Reshape our Food System
Author: Cloé Rutzerveld

Paperback with flaps
120 pages
23 cm x 19 cm
ISBN 978 90 6369 517 0
English
£24,00

Food designer Chloé Rutzerveld questions and explores new food production technologies and
translates multidisciplinary research into future food scenarios.
Food Futures will radically alter your ideas about consuming and producing food. Food designer
Chloé Rutzerveld questions and explores new food production technologies and translates
multidisciplinary research into future food scenarios. This book explains her thoughts, process and
work, which is often described as provocative, cheeky and playful - inspiring and involving consumers
in the discussion about potential food futures.

Follow the conceptualization of completely edible, ‘mini vegetable gardens’ with crispy plants and
mushrooms, that become a full meal after being printed by a 3D printer. Engage in a quest for a new
eating system in which we digest 100% of the nutrients we take in (instead of the current 75%) by
breeding bacteria that are harvested into capsules (that also look, taste ánd smell good). Or start
cooking yourself with the recipe for a healthy, typically Dutch ‘stroopwafel’ a recipe derived from her
project STROOOP! in which she dives into the natural sweetness of root vegetables.
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Football Baby Names
Your Child is Born a Champion with a Name Like
This
Author: Boudewijn Bosman & Tim NIkken

Hardcover
112 pages
16 cm x 16 cm
ISBN 978 90 6369 523 1
English
£11,95

Future parents face a huge responsibility. We’re not talking about finding the perfect stroller.
Nope. We’re talking about giving your child the name that it deserves. If you want to ensure that your
child will become wildly successful, you better choose the name wisely. Lucky for you we are here to
help. Naming your son after a hero from the past will give him a head start from birth. This very
special book offers a selection of the 100 most iconic football players and their names. Because
where do you find true heroes nowadays? On the football pitch, duh!100 epic football players. 100
epic baby names.
Your child is born a champion with a name like this.
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The Innovation Matrix
Three Moves to Design a Winning Strategy for Innovation and
Intellectual Property
By Mirjam E. Ros & Deepika Jeyakodi

Paperback with flaps
136 pages
17 cm x 20 cm
ISBN 978 90 6369 520 0
English
£28

The present-day business world is competitive, complex, and interconnected. Organisations must
innovate to sur- vive. To succeed, many now co-create with others outside their own organisation. In
innovating jointly, organisations struggle with questions on how to capitalise on bright ideas, how to
capture value in a co-created innovation, and how to manage the innovation process itself.
The Innovation Matrix simplifies and structures innovation management and strategy. Intellectual
property, which
is at the core of every innovation, is urged to be used as a tool to define a strategy and manage the
innovation. Through three key steps (Think-Strategise-Act), you build an Innovation and IP Strategy.
Under Think, you will judge what your organisation is, has, or needs for its innovation ambitions. In
Strategise, an Innovation and IP Matrix presents possible strategies and it helps with finding an
approach towards innovation partners, capturing the value of innovation and protecting the IP. In Act,
you will go about implementing the strategy: work your ecosystem, practise clever contracting and the
right innovation attitude.
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Organizational Revolution
Flatter, Faster, Fitter
By Pieter Koene, Martijn Ars and Ard-Pieter de Man

Paperback with flaps
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21,5 cm x 17,5 cm
ISBN 978 90 6369 521 7
English
£28

People face a bewildering choice of new organisational design options. New organisational forms are
sweeping across business, now that information technology enables better communication, both
internally and across bound- aries. This book helps managers to navigate the new landscape, by
providing a concise and practical overview of forms like holacracy, the Spotify model, platform organisations, multidimensional organising and ecosystems. It discusses these forms and provides a user
guide, show- ing when they are effective and when to avoid them.
Short insightful excursions explain how the organisational revolution affects issues like human
resource manage- ment, the changing role of middle management, planning, control and selforganisation. Finally, the book shows
you how to design new forms and how to implement them. Practical examples and enlightening case
studies show the struggles and successes you face in working in this new environment.
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How to Research
Trends Workbook
By Els Dragt

Paperback
64 pages
18,4 cm x 21 cm
ISBN 978 90 6369 527 9
English
£9

Have you ever wondered how you can research the future? Trend research is a powerful method to
detect and recognise change at an early stage. This DIY guide has been developed to show you the
way in the trend research cycle. It will help you to find direction and which corners to take when you
are scanning, analysing and applying the trends for any type of challenge or topic.
This guide is linked to and to be used in combination with the book How to Research Trends. You can
use it
to challenge yourself or your team to ‘learn-by-doing.’ For easy usage, the guide follows the same
structure as the book and it has the same colour coding and signage navigation. Don’t just read How
to Research Trends, get yourself into the action mode!
The guide is not linear, it does not have to be followed step-by-step in a rigid manner. You can create
your own itinerary. Use it whenever you feel the need
for guidance or inspiration.
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Worlds of Wonder
Experience Design for Curious People
By Erik Bär & Stan Boshouwers

Paperback
272 pages
23 cm x 29 cm
ISBN 978 90 6369 5464 7
English
£35

This book is about immersive experience design, the
art of creating spaces that tell a story. It contains many examples, with the intention of giving you a
sense of what works and why, from the psychological foundations of consumer behaviour to practical
steps to action. Worlds of Wonder is an invitation to anyone involved in this inspiring field.
The authors witnessed over the past thirty years the
rise of a completely new industry, mixing graphic, spatial and theatrical arts with interaction design
and personal growth. Worlds of Wonder is an illustrated summary of this new industry and intended
for everyone in the process of revealing their brand, art, history or ideas about the future.
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